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Shock wave as biological therapeutic tool: From mechanical stimulation to recovery and healing, through mechanotransduction
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HIGHLIGHTS

• SW represents a revolutionary form of mechanotherapy (acoustic stimulation).
• Unlike urological lithotripsy (mechanical model), on living tissues, SW exert an anti-inflammatory action and pro-angiogenic and regenerative effects as well (biological model).
• Mechanotransduction pathways sustain their clinical and experimental results.
• We present a summary of current knowledge of SW mechanisms of action, according to main recent data (mechanobiology).
• Better comprehension of SW mechanobiology could led to new therapeutical perspectives.

ABSTRACT

Extracorporeal Shock Wave Therapy (ESWT) is a form of “mechanotherapy”, that, from its original applications as urological lithotripsy, gained the field of musculo-skeletal diseases as Orthotripsy (mainly tendinopathies and bone regenerative disorders) and Regenerative Medicine as well.

The mechanisms of action of Shock Waves (SW), when applied in non-urological indications, are not related to the direct mechanical effect, but to the different pathways of biological reactions, that derive from that acoustic stimulations, through “mechano-transduction”. So, the “mechanical model” of urological lithotripsy has been substituted by a “biological model”, also supported by current knowledge in “mechanobiology”, the emerging multidisciplinary field of science that investigates how physical forces and changes in cell/tissue mechanics can influence the tissue development, physiology and diseases.

Although some details are still under study, it is known that SW are able to relief pain, as well to positively regulate inflammation (probably as immunomodulator), to induce neoangiogenesis and stem cells activities, thus improving tissue regeneration and healing.

ESWT can be nowadays considered an effective, safe, versatile, repeatable, noninvasive therapy for the treatment of many musculo-skeletal diseases, and for some pathological conditions where regenerative effects are desirable, especially when some other noninvasive/conservative therapies have failed.

Moreover, based on the current knowledge in SW mechanobiology, it seems possible to foresee new interesting and promising applications in the fields of Regenerative Medicine, tissue engineering and cell therapies.

© 2015 IJS Publishing Group Limited. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Shock Waves (SW) were originally introduced in medicine as Extracorporeal Shock Waves Lithotripsy (ESWL) in the early 1980s for kidney stones treatment and these clinical applications widespreaded all over the world until today. After its original introduction in medicine as urological lithotripsy, this technology indeed has been increasingly applied also to a broad range of musculoskeletal diseases, up to present day, when it represents an interesting therapeutic tool in the field of Regenerative Medicine [1–4].

Nowadays in fact, Extracorporeal Shock Wave Therapy (ESWT) is currently applied to a wide range of pathologies of different origins
and localization, both in orthopedics and rehabilitative medicine (tendon pathologies, bone healing disturbances, vascular bone diseases) [1–3,5–8], dermatology/vulnology (wound healing disturbances, ulcers, painful scars) [9–12] and neurology (spastic hypertonia and related syndromes) [13–15]. More recently, the positive effects of ESWT on soft tissues and the local vasculature allowed its application, in clinical practice, also for some andrologic disturbances (induration penis plastic and erectile disfunctions) [16–18]. Regenerative and trophic effects have also been demonstrated for ischemic heart diseases, although, at present, SW application in this field has still to be considered as an experimental one [19].

In general, ESWT, in virtue of its noninvasive approach, absence of main side effects, repeatability, good tolerability and compliance by the patients (if properly applied, on the basis of a correct diagnosis), seems to offer new therapeutic perspectives in Orthopedic and Regenerative Medicine [1–3]. In particular, it may represent a very useful tool, especially when all other noninvasive treatments were ineffective or surgery failed, especially in the field of orthopedics and rehabilitation [20], better if in synergistic action with some other therapeutic options (as, for example, rehabilitation programs) [21].

2. Shock waves as mechanotherapy: from fisics to mechanobiology and mechanotransduction

SW are “mechanical” waves, whose shape is characterized by an initial positive very rapid phase, of high amplitude, followed, after very few microseconds, by a sudden phase of mild negative pressure, afterwards returning to the ambient (basic) values. Medical SW are generated, through a fluid medium (water), by a source (electrohydraulic, piezoelectric or electromagnetic type generator). They are sonic pulses characterized by: high peak pressure, up to 100 mpa (500 bar) or even more, rapid rise in pressure (<10 ns), short duration (<10 μs) and a broad range of frequency [22,23] (Fig. 1).

Independently of the type of generator (source) mounted in the lithotripter, SW are produced as consequence of a rapid increase in pressure (like a “micro-explosion”) into the water, and sooner they are “focused” on the target (that is the anatomical area to be treated). Focusing is possible for a parabolic lens, which concentrates the front of SW, as soon as they are produced from the source. These focused Extracorporeal SW (fesw) are well defined in their characteristics, that differentiate them from the radial waves [23,24]. Radial Waves are mechanical stimulations (acoustic waves) as well, but differ from fsw according to their shape, and act through a ballistic mechanism. Technically, in the applicator (a barrel handpiece), a metallic bullet is accelerated at very high speed by compressed air (pneumatic source) or by an electromagnetic mechanism. Due to the high kinetic energy produced, it impacts against the tip of the applicator itself, which is directly applied on the body surface: as a consequence, the kinetic energy, forfeited during running, is directly transferred to the skin on the area of treatment. Differently than SW, this pressure waves propagate into the body as a spherical or ball-shaped waves, that is in a radial fashion, that gives them the descriptive term of “radial waves”. They are not focused in the deeper layers, and, at some extent, join the more superficial layers in the area of treatment. From the physical point of view, both fsw and radial waves are mechanical waves, but differ relatively to the shape of the wave itself; nevertheless, they share, as mechanotherapies, some useful clinical applications in some soft tissue disorders [23–25].

The importance of mechanical stimuli on living beings, as well as the influence that biomechanical deformations can exert on cellular biology and physiology, in health and diseases, have been recently seen a renewed interest in scientific literature, especially with the purpose of possible therapeutic applications [4,26,27].

Mechanical stimulation usually brings to mind the obsolete concept of “physical therapies”, especially in the fields of orthopedics and rehabilitation: for a long time, studies and researches for exploring the applications of “physical” stimulations have been generally limited to describe and quantify the final general outcomes of these therapies, without analyzing in details the pathways of actions, at biological level, that these “physical means” may produce on the treated tissues and cells [4].

Only in more recent years, due to the developing of the new branch of science named Mechanobiology, researchers began to analyze in details the effects of the physical stimulus and, most of all, to correlate the interactions of physical energies with the various tissues and cell elements [28,29].

It can be considered a field of science at the “cross-road” between biology and engineering of mechanics, whose main goal is to describe mechanotransduction, that is all the molecular mechanisms, by which cells can sense mechanical stimulations and adapt their behavior to mechanical signals [30,31].

“Mechanotransduction” is a biological pathway to which many cell types are sensible: after sensing and processing the mechanical informations from the extracellular environment, these biomechanical forces are converted in biochemical responses, thus influencing some fundamental cell functions as migration, proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis [31].

Originally studied in “adhesion biology”, where integrins have been described to convey force transmission between the extracellular matrix and the intracellular actin cytoskeleton, it has been described that the phenomenon of mechanosensing is correlated with the laterally rearrangement of proteins within the membrane, thus inducing some changes in their tridimensional structure and modifying their activity, according to the different and changing biomechanical conditions [32].

Many cells structures have been described to contribute to mechanotransduction: stretch-activated ion channels, caveolae, integrins, cadherins, growth factor receptors, myosin motors, cytoskeletal filaments, nuclei, extracellular matrix, intercellular “gap junctions”, “hem channels” among membrane proteins, “primary cilia” among cell organelles (capable of perceiving possible mechanical, physical or other “perturbations”), “transient receptor potential channels” intracellular mechanical-signal-ling “pathways” and numerous other molecular structures and signaling molecules. Moreover, endogenous cell-generated traction forces significantly contribute to these responses by modulating
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tensional prestress within cells, tissues, and organs that govern their mechanical stability, as well as mechanical signal transmission from the macroscale to the nanoscale [30,31].

If originally the mechanotransduction phenomenon was extensively investigated in endothelial cell biology upon shear stress stimulation, more recent evidences indicate its important role also in function and physiology of many other cell types, including fibroblasts, bone cells, and mesenchymal stem cells [32–34]; even macrophages and some other cells of the immune system, seem to be endowed with some mechanosensing properties [35].

Nowadays, although it is still not completely possible to apply Mechanobiology for diagnosis, treatment, health maintenance and upgrading of various biological systems, and is well known that Human Mechanobiology is still a field of theoretical speculation and research, nevertheless, we can already apply some mechanical stimulations, better known as Mechanotherapies, that can be successfully used in clinical practice for many disorders of bone and soft tissues as well. According to a revisited definition of the term, on the basis of the current knowledge in mechanobiology, Mechanotherapies have been defined as “all therapeutic interventions that reduce and reverse injury to damaged tissues, or promote the homeostasis of healthy tissues by mechanical means at the molecular, cellular, or tissue level”; in other words, they include all “active mechano – interventions, that aim to convert potentially destructive mechanical effects into constructive influences and target normal mechano – adaptation to promote recovery” [4].

In the field of Mechanotherapies, a specific place is reserved to Extracorporeal Shock Waves Therapy (ESWT): its manifold biological mechanisms of action (based on mechanotransduction) have been partially understood and described over recent years, although still remaining partly under scientific investigation [4].

3. Which biological effects from shock waves as mechanotherapy?

As already introduced, nowadays it is scientifically recognized that SW, on living structures, although acting as pure physical energy, do not evoke a mechanical disruptive result, but really induce some biological effects on tissues and cells, whose functions and metabolism can be positively regulated and stimulated; in other words, the mechanical stimulus could be only a “trigger”, but not properly the direct responsible of the ultimate effects of stimulation itself. This phenomena is supported by some “mechanotransduction pathways”, which imply the activation of a series of cellular events (largely unknown until now), responsible for the positive effects of ESWT on cell metabolism and cell cycle, which ultimately account for the ductility of the therapy [1–3,36].

Regarding the field of SW mechanobiology, it is important to underline that in vitro cell experiments may show some different results, according to the type and energy level stimulation applied, from a positive, regenerative and trophic effect, to a dangerous and disruptive one as well. Cell experiments can be considered very useful for understanding basic pathways of reaction, as well as for postulating the mechanisms of interaction at the tissue level, but cannot be used to define clinical protocols and general indications. At the cellular level, in any case, it was demonstrated that SW can induce — as shear stresses - a deformation of some cytoskeletal proteins (actin and tubulin, but not vimentin), but this is only a transient effect, as cells were able to reorganize their original cytoskeletal network within 3 h, with a pattern similar to the control [37].

In the field of mechanotransduction and possible therapeutic mechano - interventions, definitely, SW, as mechanotherapy, can play an important role in positively influencing some cells functions and local homeostasis, thus conditioning the tissue self-healing capabilities. Evidences from basic science and clinical trials, in fact, seem to indicate that ultimately this effect involves the SW action of inducing proliferation, migration and differentiation of stem cells, which significantly contribute to tissue healing and regeneration. Besides stem cells and bone marrow — stromal cells, many other cells revealed themselves as targets for mechanotransduction after SW exposure, including tenocytes, bone cells and their precursors, endothelial cells, fibroblasts and some other ones [1–3,38–45].

SW represent a fundamental therapeutic tool for tendinopathies, irrespective of the presence or not of calcifications, with success rates reported in the literature up to 91% (for rotator cuff “tendinitis”, trocanteritis, Achilles tendinitis, plantar fasciitis and jumper’s knee) [1–3,24]. Many clinical data indicate that SW can be effective in resolving tendon pathologies, especially as an effective intervention to be considered when other nonoperative treatments have failed, although the specific mechanisms of action remain partly unknown [1–3,20,46].

Indeed, between the different cell types, tenocytes, well known since a long time to be very sensible to mechanical stimulations, have been extensively studied regarding SW Mechanobiology.

In animal experiments, it has been observed, for example, that an optimal SW treatment promoted healing of “collagenase - Achilles tendinitis”, by inducing TGF-beta1 and IGF-I. Histological observations demonstrated that ESWT resolved edema, swelling, and inflammatory cell infiltration in injured tendons. Lesion site underwent intensive tenocyte proliferation and progressive tendon tissue regeneration. Tenocytes, at the hypertrophied cellular tissue and newly developed tendon tissue, expressed strong proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) after ESW treatment, coinciding with intensive TGF-beta1 and IGF-I expression, right as in the early stage of tendon healing. So, it has been hypothesized that physical SW stimulation could increase the mitogenic responses of tendons [47].

Moreover, it was described that SW can exert a direct action on tendon cells, as below summarized, thus implying also a possible future involvement in tendon healing and regenerative therapies:

1. Reduced expression of several metalloproteinasises and interleukins (MMPs and ILS) [48];
2. Positive regulation of cell vitality and proliferation, besides expression of typical tendon markers and anti-inflammatory cytokines [49–51];
3. Stimulus to proliferation and collagen synthesis, firstly mediated by early up-regulation of PCNA and TGF-beta1 gene expression, endogenous NO release and synthesis and TGF-beta1 protein and then collagen synthesis [47];
4. Enhancing of in vitro functional activities of ruptured tendon-derived tenocytes (proliferation and migration), which could probably contribute to tendon healing in vivo [52];
5. Increased expression of lubrycin [53].

Regarding this topic, very recently some Authors studied with microdialysis, in humans, the biochemical responses of tendons after SW stimulation, and hypothesized that this mechanical stimulus might aid tendon remodeling in tendinopathies, by promoting the inflammatory and catabolic processes, that are associated with removal of "pathological" matrix constituents, thus suggesting a potential argument for future studies [54].

Another important clinical field, where SW play a primary role as mechanotherapy is represented by bone healing disorders and bone vascular diseases. Nowadays, many clinical and experimental data seem to confirm SW as an important therapeutic tool for enhancing osteoregenerative processes in pseudoarthrosis and bone healing delays, as a valid alternative to surgery in many cases [1,3,5,55], besides the possibility to positively interphere with
altered local bone turnover (as for example in bone marrow edema syndromes) \[8\] or to improve local osseous trophism (as in osteonecrosis and related disorders) \[6,7\].

Bone is perhaps the tissue where mechanobiological pathways are well expressed in their different forms: both due to its particular mechanosensitivity, and its complex structure and physiology as well. Cell experiments seem to demonstrate in fact, that the effects of SW in this tissue can act at different levels: not only directly on bony and periosteal cells and their precursors, but also in the complex cross-talk between osteoblasts and osteoclasts, involving osseous vasculature as well \[43,56\].

More in details, at the bone level, there have been described after SW exposure:

- direct stimulation of osteoblasts and periosteal cells \[57–61\];
- osteogenic differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells through superoxide-mediated signal transduction, followed by activation of tyrosine kinase-mediated extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and core binding factor A1 \[62\];
- accelerated migration of osteoblasts \[63\];
- early expression of angiogenesis-related growth factors, including endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and proliferating cell nuclear antigen, thus producing new vessel in-growth with improved blood supply, increasing cell proliferation, accelerating tissue regeneration and healing \[55,56,64–66\];
- stimulation of periosteum toward orthotopic bone regeneration \[42\];
- reduction of osteoclasts activity, through inhibition of pro-osteoclastogenic factors \[43\].

Moreover, as some other mechanotherapies applied in clinical practice, main action of ESWT seems to focus on inducing tissue regeneration and, accordingly, experimental and clinical results indicate that its clinical efficacy is tightly related to its ability to induce neovascularization and matrix remodeling “in vivo” \[1,3,10,19,38,39,67–72\].

From the mechanobiologic point of view, it has been described, for example, that this neoangiogenic capacity, could be related, as first step, to the inhibition of endothelial cells apoptosis and adhesion, occurring in the very early phase after SW stimulation (first 3 h), as initial response to the mechanical stimulus. More in details, it has been hypothesized that some aspects of the early gene response of endothelial cells to SW, as mechanotherapy, are similar to those induced by the laminar shear stress flow, mainly characterized by an anti-apoptotic effect. In other words, at 3 h after SW exposure, still lacking neoangiogenic activity (usually appearing no earlier than 12 h), nevertheless it seems possible to detect some “preparatory” signals, such as downregulation of the genes involved in cell cycle and adhesion, probably correlated to an upcoming detachment of endothelial junction \[40\]. Although in vitro data, they seem to confirm in any case that, from a general point of view, for applying mechanical interventions in view of a therapeutic purpose it is useful to understand many details at the molecular, cellular and tissue level \[4,28,73\].

As already mentioned, increasing evidences in the literature describe that mechanotransduction events, after SW stimulation, are not only dose-dependent but also can vary in different cell types and stem cells at different stages of differentiation. Moreover, each cell type seems to be responsive to SW, but probably with different optimal patterns and ranges of mechanical stimulation, thus developing different biological answers, including, for example, upregulation of TGF-αα-1 expression and NO production, as well as suppression of NF-kappa-B activity and pro-inflammatory cytokines production \[4,38,39,74,75\].

Furthermore, according to the more recent knowledge in SW mechanobiology, there is increasing evidence of SW as mechanotherapy acting as “immunomodulator” in wound healing and tissue regeneration, mainly through an anti-inflammatory strategy \[75–78\]; very interestingly, some Authors described that SW may modulate inflammation via the Toll-Like Receptor 3 (TLR3) pathway, through the release of cytosolic RNA \[79\].

These basic science data may be some revolutionary findings, as only in recent years it has been demonstrated the important role and involvement of the innate immunity system in the complex series of interplayed cellular and biochemical events, that lead to tissue regeneration, healing and remodeling. A very critical point in tissue healing and regeneration is represented by the delicate phase, where acute inflammation (as for example in a wound soon after trauma) can shift toward its physiological resolution or chronicization (pathological conditions). It is well known, nowadays, that macrophages play an important role in controlling many phases of the “healing” process, both in the initial inflammatory phase (as M1 or “classically” activated macrophages), and in the resolving stage (as M2 or “alternative activated” one), by regulating this delicate transition. They can perceive in fact some endogenous as well as exogenous “danger signals” (as after local trauma or in the presence of pathogens) and respond with a proinflammatory activity as first response – as M1-, to generate anti-inflammatory and pro-resolving mediators, while recruiting and stimulating stem cells as well in their M2 mode. In other words, macrophages can be considered highly plastic cells, that, in their different stages of activation, during the course of the inflammatory process, can integrate signals from the microenvironment and coordinate the evolution of the local inflammatory response (chronicization versus resolution), according to the mediators that dominates \[80–82\]. Surprisingly, not only macrophages had already been demonstrated to be responsive to mechanical stimuli, but also, a very recent in vitro study shows that, after exposure to low energy SW, it is possible to dampen the induction of the pro-inflammatory profile characterizing M1 macrophages, while promoting the acquisition of an anti-inflammatory profile (M2), in synergy with the macrophage alternative activation. These preliminary data seem to suggest this could be a possible another key – point of regulation in SW mechanobiology, both related to tissue regeneration and remodeling as well \[83\].

On the other hand, some experimental model already described that ESWT application, based on intramuscular silicone injection, reduced formation of the dense fibrous capsule and, when applied as multiple SW sessions, could degrade the fibrous envelope, related to a synergistic alterations in pro- and anti-fibrotic proteins (TGF-beta1 and matrix metalloproteinase 2, respectively), thus suggesting that SW could reduce capsule formation and may induce fibrotic tissue remodeling/resorption \[84\].

From this one and similar experimental and clinical data, it seems possible to conclude that ESWT would enhance not simply “healing” processes, but properly “regenerative” events, where fibrous tissue can be reduced at the origin, or even remodeled in a second phase (as in scars, for example). These important mechanobiological findings may have multiple, interesting and promising applications in clinical practice, first of all in cardiology, where restoration of tissue integrity, instead of fibrous tissue, is vital for heart performance \[79,85\].

Another important issue in SW mechanobiology is the possibility of positively interfering with the nervous system and some neurophysiological processes at different levels. It is well known since many years, the possible analgesic effect, induced by SW application. If, on one hand, it could be partially explained with the resolution of “inflammation” and all related diseases, nevertheless
some clinical and increasing evidences in the literature seem to suggest an important role of ESWT also in modulating some “neurological” activities, although the mechanisms of action have to be clarified in details [86]. It is well known for example, that SW exposure can modify the presence and/or function of small unmyelinated nerve fibers and some neurotransmitters (as for example Substance P and Calcitonin Gene Related Peptide) [87,88].

On the other hand, if it is well recognized its potential in reducing hypertension in spastic syndromes, although, in any case, it is less clear how SW can modify these pathologic muscle activities, although some hypothesis have been postulated [89,90].

Moreover, if some studies recently began to demonstrate the possibility of a regenerative effect also on nerves and spinal structures [91,92], already in 2008, Wess O. had published an article, hypothesizing how SW (as mechanical stimulation) could reorganize pathologic memory traces, thus giving cause to a real and permanent pain relief (through a central effect), thus opening the doors for new treatment approaches to chronic pain and several other disorders of the nervous system [93]. Only more recently, Lohse-Busch H. et al. published the first study of focused transcranial ESWT (TESWT), showing the possibility to stimulate vigilance in patients with unresponsive wakefulness syndrome, although the exact neurophysiological mechanism remain to be verified by further studies [94].

Definitely, although more recently introduced and with the necessity of further studies confirming preliminary results, SW, as mechanotherapy, seem to foreshadow new interesting therapeutic implications also in the field of some neurological diseases.

4. Conclusions

In clinical practice, as SW stimulation can positively influence the interplayed chain of biological reactions that, through controlled inflammation lead tissue regeneration and “reset” local metabolism, new horizons and insights seem to be opening, in view of counteracting many acquired pathological conditions (especially post – traumatic sequelae with muscle and skin lesions and heart failure as well), for which fibrosis is the main issue. Further investigations exploring SW application in a very early phases of healing, in order to reduce the amount of fibrous tissue during recovering, could further underline the importance and dignity of this irreplaceable mechanotherapy in the field of Regenerative Medicine.

Already in 1997, Haupt wrote: “... in patients in whom conservative treatment has failed, surgery used to be the only choice, but its success rate barely exceeds that of shock wave therapy and surgery can still be done if shock wave therapy fails. Extracorporeal shock waves will have an impact on orthopedics comparable to its effect in urology. Scientific evaluations, professional certifications, quality assurance and reimbursement issues present great challenges...” [20]. On the basis of all scientific data about SW and according to its mechanobiology, it seems likely that those prophetic words of Haupt in that “pioneering era” became realistic, going beyond expectations, even implying for SW new promising perspectives in different fields of Regenerative Medicine, Tissue Engineering and Cells Therapy in the near future [83,95].
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